
TWO REMARKS ON MY PAPER

"A NOTE ON THE MAXIMAL IDEAIS OF ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS"

By Sin HITOTUMATU

O« After publication of my previous
paper mentioned in the titled , Prof.
Henri CARTAN was so kindly to tell
me the following two remarks« The
author expresses his hearty gratitude
to Prof. H.CARTAN for his kind advices.
Also the author thanks Mr Jun-ichi
IGUSA for his valuable comments on
the latter point,

1» It was very simple that not
every closed ideal has finite basis.
An example In the whole space of
complex two variables X and V" is
obtained as the closure-ideal of the
one generated by the following func-
tions

where i\Cx.) are entire functions

of a complex variable X with zero-

points of (J-O -th order at :*-=j

( j - i + 1 , i+*,•-•)•

£. The latter remark is less sim-
ple. The footnote 6) must be deleat-
ed, for the condition "with at most
countable basis" seems to be essen-
tial; In fact, it has been shown
by"Ί£r* J.IOUSA™ that if an ideal ,7
has the property that 3 ^-Cϊ

 a n d

J =* Qr , using ZORN's Lemma, there
exists a maximal ideal ^ O

containing_J7 , which satisfies a.
fortiori £ - Q- φ $- . Therefore
our Theorem 2, saying that a maximal
ideal with at most countable basis
is closed, is no longer true Γor ge-
neral ideals. But by above Theorem
2 guarantees that such non-closed
maximal ideal as above O- , cannot
have finite or countable basis, and
hence we have also an example of
ideals without at most countable basis.

Added in proofi The author expresses
also his gratitude to Prof.Melviή
HENRIKSEN,who has told me the latter
remark after completion of this
manuscript.
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